Spelling Challenge

What goes zzub, zzub, zzub? A bee flying backwards!

For each question below choose the word that is spelled correctly and matches the clue provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the question number.

1. To agree to something.
   A. acept  B. accept  C. accipt  D. acceppt  E. accepf
   ___
   To agree to something.

2. To exclude.
   A. exceps  B. excepp  C. excapt  D. xcept  E. except
   ___
   To exclude.

3. The new law will ____ business owners.
   A. affent  B. affect  C. affecte  D. afect  E. atfect
   ___
   The new law will ____ business owners.

4. A result or change.
   A. effecte  B. effect  C. effact  D. effoct  E. efect
   ___
   A result or change.

5. Things used for writing.
   A. stattionery  B. stationery  C. stetionery  D. stationeree  E. stationiry
   ___
   Things used for writing.

   A. statienary  B. stationaree  C. sttationary  D. stationary  E. szationary
   ___
   Not moving.

7. She read the book ____ to her brother.
   A. alowd  B. aloude  C. aloud  D. alloud  E. alod
   ___
   She read the book ____ to her brother.

8. Smoking is not ____ in restaurants.
   A. alloed  B. alllowed  C. allowed  D. allowd  E. alowed
   ___
   Smoking is not ____ in restaurants.

9. The room was ____ after the movers left.
   A. baree  B. bara  C. bare  D. baye  E. bar
   ___
   The room was ____ after the movers left.

10. This might be grizzly or polar.
    A. beas  B. beare  C. beir  D. beat  E. bear
    ___
    This might be grizzly or polar.